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Reflexology - 
At Home

Outline of Discussion
About Tracy

Concept of Reflexology

It's a Family Affair

Warmth is Key

Charts

My working Hands

 



IF YOU'RE
FEELING OUT
OF KILTER,
DON'T KNOW
WHY OR
WHAT, LET
YOUR FEET
REVEAL THE
ANSWER,
FIND THE
SORE SPOT
AND WORK
IT OUT
E U N I C E  I N G H A M

Think about it



Tracy
McCarthy

Head To Toe
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Tracy McCarthy 
Reflexologist 2009

Massage /Beauty Therapist

Physical Therapist

Owner of Head To Toe Therapies

Mother of 6

Follow  your gut



History of
your Feet
There is some confusion about

the true origin of this powerful

therapy, sufficient to say that

it has stood the test of time

and has helped thousands of

people to better health.



Reflexology works with
the central nervous
system

 Reflexology works by stimulating

the nervous system. It’s believed

that pressing on the feet/hands

stimulates the nerves and sends

messages to the central nervous

system and trigger points  certain

organs or systems in the body that

need healing



Benefits

reduce levels of stress and anxiety

relieve pain

lift mood and improve general

wellbeing

 

boost the immune system

fight colds and infections

reduce sinus issues

 

correct hormonal
imbalances
improve digestive
problems
ease arthritic pain

 



Drug Free

 Drug-free and a

non-invasive

natural therapy



MyFamily
Myself

FOR BABIES

FOR CHILDREN

FOR ADULTS



To the Future

I T  I S  T R U E

W A R M  H A N D S

H E A L T H Y  H E A R T



YOUR HAND
CHART



LET'S
RELAX &
BREATHE



Hand reflexology may help to relieve both physical and
emotional causes of constipation. A small 2010 study found that
94 percent of participants reported having fewer constipation

symptoms following six weeks of hand reflexology.
Many of them also had reduced symptoms of anxiety and

depression, suggesting that hand reflexology may be especially
helpful for stress-related constipation.  Find your Large

Intestine pressure point. It’s located between your thumb and
index finger. Use your fingertips to apply pressure to this fleshy
webbing on your right hand for one minute. Repeat on your left

hand.
Many people find that this pressure point is a good target for

general pain relief as well.



Neck and Head
Place your working thumb at the crease of your wrist, just below

your non working thumb.  Massage up towards the tip of the
non working thumb for about a minute before repeating on the
opposite hand.  For relief of neck pain stop at the base of the

non working thumb and massage for one minute and for
headaches stop at the tip of the thumb and massage for about
a minute and then work your way across each tip of the fingers

Repeat on the other hand



Bottom
Line
Hand reflexology may be a useful tool for
reducing symptoms of pain and stress. Just
remember that many of hand reflexology’s
benefits don’t have any scientific backing.
However, having a hand massage is going to
be relaxing. Reducing stress and being in a
calm state can help your immune system to
function better. And you’ll likely feel better.
Remember to stop applying pressure if your
symptoms seem to get worse.


